
This 70-page case study is focused on the state and 
development of the SpaceTech in Switzerland as of December 
2021. There are numerous prospects for further development 
of SpaceTech in Switzerland, with several major Swiss 
companies achieving significant advances in their field of work 
in recent years. Switzerland already supports major progress 
toward the development and expansion of the SpaceTech 
sector, providing the industry with additional levels of 
technological progress and significant SpaceTech players.

www.spacetech.global

SpaceTech Analytics is a specialised think tank in the area of 
SpaceTech innovation profiling, business intelligence, and 
investment analytics. The company is dedicated to producing 
powerful data mining and visualisation systems; interactive 
analytics tools; and industry reports offering deep technical 
insights, business intelligence, and strategic guidance in the 
high-growth and significant opportunity areas of the 
SpaceTech industry.

info@spacetech.global

Key Takeaways from this Special Case Study: 

● Swiss participation in the European Space Agency (ESA) has enabled Swiss research institutes and companies to acquire 
excellent competencies in state-of-the-art scientific and technological fields.

● Switzerland has a number of companies, that date back to the start of 20th century and have their roots in aeronautics, 
gradually switching to the SpaceTech Industry. But the peak of company foundings in the country occurred between 
2014-2018, with 2018 peaking at seven companies founded.

● A lot of funding, coming from SpaceTech investors, is focused on the new upcoming ventures and start-ups, with the Swiss 
companies being a priority. Some such investors include the Foundation for Technological Innovation (FIT), Venture Kick, and 
Zürcher Kantonalbank.

● Swiss has a SERI (State Secretariat of Education, Research and Innovation) division called The Swiss Space Office. It is 
involved in processes such as developing Switzerland’s national space policy, coordinating the activities within the Federal 
Administration, serving as a point of contact for different institutions and users, as well as representing Swiss interests with 
the European Space Agency.

● The ClearSpace-1 mission is an ESA Space Debris Removal mission led by ClearSpace SA (A spin-off of the EPFL in 
Lausanne) and its industrial team.

● With its twelve universities and two institutes of technology, Switzerland is at the forefront of research in many areas.The 
federal government supports academic research through the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF). The SNSF funds 
research programs and also draws up guidelines for long-term research policy.

SpaceTech in Switzerland 2021/Q4 is a special case study, 
which is based on information on more than 70 Swiss 
SpaceTech companies, operating in the market with more than 
40 investor companies (20+ of which being Swiss-Based). 
Switzerland is also a bustling hive of R&D companies and 
Hubs for the SpaceTech Industry, with more than 20 forming 
the basis for this case study. The SpaceTech Industry has 
seen representation in the Swiss market for several decades at 
this point being a significant sector in the Swiss economy.
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SpaceTech Analytics (STA) is a strategic analytics agency  on markets 
in the Space Exploration, Spaceflight, Space Medicine, and Satellite 
Tech industries
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Companies – 70+
Investors – 20+
R&D and Hubs - 25
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